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ABSTRACT

Lymph node metastasis (LNM) is a crucial factor in determining the initial treatment for patients
with lung cancer, yet accurate preoperative diagnosis of LNM remains challenging. Recently, large
language models (LLMs) have garnered significant attention due to their remarkable text generation
capabilities. Leveraging the extensive medical knowledge learned from vast corpora, LLMs can
estimate probabilities for clinical problems, though their performance has historically been inferior
to data-driven machine learning models. In this paper, we propose a novel ensemble method that
combines the medical knowledge acquired by LLMs with the latent patterns identified by machine
learning models to enhance LNM prediction performance. Initially, we developed machine learning
models using patient data. We then designed a prompt template to integrate the patient data with
the predicted probability from the machine learning model. Subsequently, we instructed GPT-4o,
the most advanced LLM developed by OpenAI, to estimate the likelihood of LNM based on patient
data and then adjust the estimate using the machine learning output. Finally, we collected three
outputs from the GPT-4o using the same prompt and ensembled these results as the final prediction.
Using the proposed method, our models achieved an AUC value of 0.765 and an AP value of 0.415
for LNM prediction, significantly improving predictive performance compared to baseline machine
learning models. The experimental results indicate that GPT-4o can effectively leverage its medical
knowledge and the probabilities predicted by machine learning models to achieve more accurate LNM
predictions. These findings demonstrate that LLMs can perform well in clinical risk prediction tasks,
offering a new paradigm for integrating medical knowledge and patient data in clinical predictions.

Keywords Large language models · Machine learning models · Lymph node metastasis · Lung cancer · Clinical risk
prediction

1 Introduction

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer-related mortality globally [1]. For patients with early-stage lung
cancer, surgical resection represents the only potentially curative treatment [2]. The determination of lymph node
metastasis (LNM) is critical in assessing surgical eligibility and the need for additional neoadjuvant therapy. However,
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accurately diagnosing LNM preoperatively through non-invasive examinations and tests poses significant challenges in
clinical practice, often leading to suboptimal treatment decisions and adversely affecting patient outcomes [3].

To achieve accurate preoperative diagnosis of LNM, data-driven approaches have become the most employed methods
for developing LNM prediction models. Initially, researchers utilized patients’ clinical features in combination with
statistical methods to construct predictive models [4, 5]. To leverage imaging data, the radiomics approach was
introduced, allowing the extraction of first-order, second-order, texture, and other features from image data, which were
then integrated with clinical features to enhance predictive accuracy [6, 7, 8].

To further explore the nonlinear relationships among these features, machine learning methods such as random
forest, support vector machine, and multilayer perceptron were employed, resulting in improved model performance
[9, 10, 11, 12]. With the rapid advancement of deep learning, researchers began using deep learning techniques to
automatically extract deep features from images for LNM prediction [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Unlike radiomics methods,
deep learning approaches do not require manual delineation of regions of interest in the images. Instead, they can
directly extract deep image features related to the prediction target through error backpropagation, making deep learning
the most popular and effective approach for LNM prediction.

Recently, large language models (LLMs), such as ChatGPT [18] and GPT-4 [19], have captured global attention due
to their impressive text-generation capabilities. These models, pre-trained on vast corpora, demonstrate remarkable
performance on previously unseen tasks using zero-shot, one-shot, or few-shot prompts without parameter updates
[20]. By incorporating reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) [21], LLMs are further refined to produce
content that is safe and aligns with human expectations. This success has led to a paradigm shift in natural language
processing (NLP) research and is gradually influencing clinical prediction research [22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

Leveraging the medical knowledge learned from extensive training data, LLMs show potential in diagnosing and
evaluating patient prognoses. Many studies have investigated the capabilities of LLMs in predicting clinical outcomes
such as readmission, length of stay, and hospital mortality [27, 28, 29, 30]. These studies typically develop prompts
using patient data and instruct the LLMs to provide answers for specific tasks. While LLMs can generate predictive
results based on prompted patient information and instructions, their predictive performance rarely surpassed that of
traditional data-driven machine learning models [27, 28].

In this study, we propose a novel method that integrates the medical knowledge of LLMs with the latent patterns
identified by data-driven models to predict lymph node metastasis in lung cancer. Our approach demonstrates that
by combining the strengths of both knowledge-based and data-driven models, we can achieve superior predictive
performance compared to using either model alone.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Patients

We collected data from 767 lung cancer patients treated at Peking University Cancer Hospital. All patients underwent
pulmonary resection with systematic mediastinal lymphadenectomy between 2010 and 2018 and received contrast-
enhanced computed tomography (CT) scans and tumor biomarker tests within two months before surgery. Patients
who received preoperative chemotherapy or radiotherapy were excluded to avoid potential confounding from complete
responses to these treatments.

The collected data included structured clinical information such as demographics, tumor biomarkers as well as
unstructured data like disease history, CT and pathological reports. One clinician annotated lymph node metastasis
(LNM) statuses based on post-operative pathological reports, which served as the gold standard labels. Ethical approval
for this study was granted by the Ethics Committee of Peking University Cancer Hospital (2022KT128) prior to this
study.

2.2 Study design

This study aims to integrate the advantages of large language models (LLMs) and machine learning models to accurately
predict lymph node metastasis in lung cancer patients. The overall study design is depicted in Figure 1.

First, unstructured clinical data were collected and key features were extracted using information extraction models
previously developed by our team [26, 31]. These extracted features were then reviewed by clinicians. Next, we
developed machine learning models using the reviewed structured features from training set to predict the risk of lymph
node metastasis of patients in the test set. We then constructed prompts for GPT-4o using the predicted probabilities
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Figure 1: Overall study design.

and patient information, and gathered several responses from GPT-4o using the same prompt. Finally, we integrated the
various predicted results from GPT-4o to generate the final ensemble results.

2.3 Machine learning models

In this study, we select three classical machine learning methods, i.e., logistic regression, random forest, and support
vector machine, to identify latent patterns between patient clinical data and LNM status. A 10-fold cross-validation
strategy was employed for training and testing the models. During each fold iteration, we utilized an additional 5-fold
cross-validation to optimize hyperparameters, subsequently retraining the model on the entire training set using the best
hyperparameters. The trained model was then tested on the test set to obtain the final test results. After completing
all 10-fold iterations, we obtained 10 test results for each fold and the predicted probability of LNM for each patient.
We will use the test results and predicted probabilities to construct the prompt to achieve the integration of data and
knowledge.

2.4 Prompt design

The prompt template used in this study is shown in Figure 2. It consists of 5 elements, i.e., Role, Task, Patient data,
machine learning model result, Instruction.

• Role This element defines the role that LLMs should assume to generate responses for specific tasks. In this
study, we instructed the LLMs to act as thoracic surgeons, who typically assess a patient’s LNM and determine
whether the patient can receive surgical resection directly.

• Task This element specifies the clinical prediction task assigned to the LLMs. We instructed the LLMs to
predict the likelihood of a patient having N2 lymph node metastasis.

• Patient data This element outlines the patient clinical data used for the evaluation by the large language
models (LLMs). We provided patient demographics, disease history, tumor biomarkers, and CT reports. It is
important to note that the original disease history and CT reports were in Chinese free-text format, therefore,
we used the Google Translate API via googletrans to translate them into English. Additionally, for tumor
biomarkers, we supplied the reference ranges as external knowledge.

• Machine learning model result This element is used to integrate the predicted result from the data-driven
model as a reference for the LLMs. In addition to the predicted probability, we included the type of model and
its predictive performance (AUC value and AP value). Furthermore, we provided the N2 LNM rate among the
sample to support the LLMs’ evaluation.

• Instruction In this element, we instructed the LLMs to initially estimate the likelihood of N2 LNM based
solely on the patient data. Subsequently, they were to re-estimate the likelihood by considering the N2 LNM
rate and the predicted probability and performance of the machine learning model. We also employed the
Chain-of-Thought strategy to require the LLMs to reason step by step. Additionally, the LLMs were instructed
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Role

You are an experienced thoracic oncology surgeon working in a hospital surgery 

center and you are assessing lung cancer patients for their further treatment.

Task

Your task is to analyze the patient's medical data and then determine the 

likelihood of the patient having N2 lymph node metastasis.

Patient data 

Patient’s medical data:

Demographics:

Age: 41 years old

Gender: Female

……

Disease history:

She denies a history of hepatitis, malaria, tuberculosis, hypertension, and 

coronary heart disease ……

Tumor biomarkers:

CEA: 36.81 ng/ml (Reference range: 0 - 5.0 ng/ml)

NSE: 15.57 ng/ml (Reference range: 0 - 15.2 ng/ml)

……

CT report:

Findings: The boundary between the mass in the lower lobe of the left lung and 

the atelectasis in the lower lobe of the left lung was unclear, about 74*45mm……

Impressions: Mass in the lower lobe of the left lung, considering left peripheral 

lung cancer; left pleural effusion ……

Machine learning model result

The general N2 lymph node metastasis rate is 0.136. A logistic regression model 

with an AUC value of 0.759 and an AUPRC value of 0.387 predicted an N2 

lymph node metastasis likelihood of 0.771 for this patient.

Instruction

Please estimate the likelihood of N2 lymph node metastasis based on the 

patient's medical data by you own and then take the general N2 lymph node 

metastasis rate and the model's predictive performance into account to re-

estimate the likelihood of N2 lymph node metastasis for this patient. Please think 

step by step and give your response in JSON format using the provide template. 

Please respond with only a floating-point number between 0 and 1 for "Answer", 

where a higher value suggests a greater likelihood of having N2 lymph node 

metastasis.

JSON response template:

{

"Step By Step Explanation": "<string>",

"Answer": "<float>"

}

Figure 2: Prompt template.

to provide their responses in JSON format with key-value pairs, such as "Step By Step Explanation":"<string>"
and "Answer":"<float>".

2.5 Ensemble models

Using the designed prompt template, we developed individualized prompts for each patient sample and utilized the
OpenAI API to obtain responses. We selected OpenAI’s most advanced model, GPT-4o (gpt-4o-2024-05-13), to
generate these responses.

Considering that large language models (LLMs) can produce varying outputs even with identical prompts, we input
the same prompt three times for each patient to obtain three distinct responses. We then applied four strategies, i.e.,
maximum value, minimum value, median value, and mean value, to process these three responses and derive the
ensemble results.
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2.6 Experimental setup

To compare with the proposed method, we selected GPT-3.5 (ChatGPT) as the baseline model. Additionally, we
excluded the "Machine Learning Model Results" element to assess the performance of LLMs alone for predicting
N2 lymph node metastasis (LNM). The prompt template used for GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 is provided in Figure 3 in
Supplement.

We further redesigned the prompt template to remove the instruction about estimating the likelihood of N2 lymph node
metastasis (LNM) using patient data first. This modification allowed us to explore how the LLMs utilize patient data
and predicted probabilities to generate their own results. The redesigned prompt template is provided in Figure 4 in
Supplement.

Model performance was evaluated using two metrics: the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
and the average precision value (AP). We visualized the results by plotting the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve and the precision-recall (PR) curve.

To test the differences in performance between models, we employed the paired t-test. A p-value of less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

3 Results

3.1 Clinical data

Among the 767 patients, 104 (13.6%) were confirmed to have N2 LNM according to their postoperative pathology
reports. A total of 26 types of clinical features were included in this study. Features such as spiculation, lobulation,
mediastinal lymph node short axis, hilar lymph node short axis, tumor location, and tumor density were extracted from
the CT reports and reviewed by a clinician. Table 1 presents the statistics of the clinical data.

3.2 Predictive performance

Table 2 presents the predictive performance of the baseline and proposed models. GPT-4o consistently outperforms
GPT-3.5 in terms of both AUC and AP values, indicating a superior capability for LNM prediction. However, the plain
GPT-4o model does not surpass the performance of the ML models, suggesting that data-driven models can extract
more valuable latent patterns from patient data than those learned by medical knowledge-based LLMs for predicting
LNM risk.

A comparison of the ML models with GPT-4o+ML models reveals that their performances are similar. However, when
applying the proposed ensemble method, the ensemble models outperform the ML models, particularly with the max
and mean ensemble strategies. These findings indicate that LLMs can leverage their medical knowledge to estimate
LNM likelihood using patient data, and then refine the results by incorporating the predictions of ML models. This
highlights the advantage of integrating data-driven and knowledge-based approaches.

Among the four ensemble strategies, using the maximum and mean values yields superior predictive performance.
Table 3 presents a statistical analysis comparing the performance of ML models with ensemble GPT-4o+ML models.
The analysis reveals that the maximum ensemble strategy (GPT-4o+ML max) significantly improves the AP values of
the LR model and the AUC values of the SVM model. Similarly, the mean ensemble strategy (GPT-4o+ML mean)
significantly outperforms the SVM model in terms of AP value. Although the median ensemble strategy (GPT-4o+ML
median) achieves higher AUC values than the ML models, the differences are not statistically significant. The minimum
ensemble strategy (GPT-4o+ML min) appears to be the least effective, as its AP values are lower than those of the ML
models.

3.3 LLMs’ capabilities of using ML models

In addition to GPT-4o, we also evaluated GPT-3.5 (ChatGPT) as a baseline to investigate the capabilities of LLMs in
using machine learning models’ results to predict LNM. The experimental results for GPT-3.5 are presented in Table
4. It is evident that GPT-3.5 did not outperform the machine learning models, even when provided with the predicted
probabilities from these models. This finding emphasizes the importance of advanced reasoning abilities and extensive
medical knowledge in LLMs for clinical prediction tasks.
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Table 1: The statistics of the clinical data.
Clinical feature Positive (n=104) Negative (n=663) Clinical feature Positive (n=104) Negative (n=663)

Age 60.82 ± 9.02 60.79 ± 9.53 Cardiovascular diseases
Height 164.57 ± 6.93 164.50 ± 7.92 Yes 9 27
Weight 66.93 ± 9.47 65.59 ± 9.50 No 95 636
Tumor long size 3.01 ± 1.38 2.56 ± 1.40 Cerebrovascular diseases
Tumor short size 2.38 ± 1.11 1.99 ± 1.16 Yes 6 23
CEA 12.76 ± 21.18 4.24 ± 9.53 No 98 640
CA199 15.89 ± 20.96 13.95 ± 15.39 Spiculation
CA125 19.96 ± 25.55 13.47 ± 10.18 Yes 39 171
NSE 16.25 ± 6.10 15.68 ± 7.02 No 65 492
CYFRA211 3.57 ± 4.21 3.18 ± 3.34 Lobulation
SCCAG 1.19 ± 1.81 0.93 ± 0.97 Yes 52 174
Gender No 52 489

Male 62 322 MLNSA
Female 42 341 ≥10mm 34 80

Smoking history <10mm 70 583
Yes 55 272 HLNSA
No 49 391 ≥10mm 23 71

Drinking history <10mm 81 592
Yes 25 151 Tumor location
No 79 512 RUL 27 209

Family tumor history RML 4 54
Yes 14 116 RLL 18 129
No 90 547 LUL 27 140

Hypertension LLL 21 100
Yes 37 184 Others 7 31
No 67 479 Tumor density

Diabetes Solid 101 457
Yes 14 65 mGGO 3 92
No 90 598 GGO 0 114

Tuberculosis history
Yes 2 29
No 102 634

CEA: carcinoembryonic antigen, CA199: carbohydrate antigen 19-9, CA125: carbohydrate antigen 12-5, NSE:
neuron-specific enolase, Cyfra211: cytokeratin 19-fragments, SCCAg: squamous cell carcinoma antigen, MLNLA:
mediastinal lymph node long axis, MLNSA: mediastinal lymph node short axis, RUL: right upper lobe, RML: right
middle lobe, RLL: right lower lobe, LUL: left upper lobe, LLL: left lower lobe.

4 Discussion

In this study, we proposed a novel ensemble approach to instruct large language models (LLMs) to leverage the
predicted likelihoods from data-driven models alongside their own medical knowledge to achieve better predictive
performance for lymph node metastasis (LNM) prediction. The powerful capabilities of LLMs suggest a new paradigm
for integrating patient data and medical knowledge to predict clinical risk.

One critical factor in achieving improved performance with LLMs is instructing them to estimate risk based on patient
data first and then adjust these results using the predicted outcomes from machine learning models. This instruction
is essential for LLMs’ reasoning, as baseline models without this directive did not show performance improvements.
Step-by-step explanations of the baseline model indicate that LLMs tend to default to the predicted likelihoods of
machine learning models if not explicitly guided to estimate independently.

The performance improvements varied depending on the type of machine learning model used. For instance, when
using a logistic regression model, GPT-4 primarily improved the AP value. In contrast, for RF and SVM models, GPT-4
mainly enhanced the AUC values. These variations arise because different machine learning models produce different
predicted probabilities for the same patient, and the LLM adjusts its predictions based on these probabilities.
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Table 2: The AUC and AP values of the baseline and proposed models.

Models AUC AP
Mean SD Mean SD

GPT-3.5 0.687 0.054 0.242 0.035
GPT-4o 0.714 0.083 0.284 0.074
LR 0.759 0.036 0.387 0.075
GPT-4o+LR* 0.759 0.035 0.387 0.074
GPT-4o+LR max 0.764 0.046 0.415 0.073
GPT-4o+LR min 0.764 0.049 0.398 0.114
GPT-4o+LR median 0.765 0.044 0.390 0.085
GPT-4o+LR mean 0.764 0.046 0.412 0.088
RF 0.752 0.054 0.402 0.107
GPT-4o+RF* 0.749 0.060 0.400 0.110
GPT-4o+RF max 0.764 0.062 0.389 0.092
GPT-4o+RF min 0.756 0.068 0.368 0.086
GPT-4o+RF median 0.763 0.060 0.395 0.096
GPT-4o+RF mean 0.764 0.067 0.404 0.104
SVM 0.749 0.031 0.379 0.063
GPT-4o+SVM* 0.744 0.031 0.365 0.065
GPT-4o+SVM max 0.763 0.033 0.374 0.064
GPT-4o+SVM min 0.749 0.040 0.359 0.068
GPT-4o+SVM median 0.755 0.037 0.374 0.068
GPT-4o+SVM mean 0.760 0.037 0.382 0.065
*: models using baseline prompt template II

Table 3: The statistical analysis of the performance of ML models and ensemble GPT-4o+ML models.
Models p-value (AUC) p-value (AP)

LR vs GPT-4o+LR* 0.36 0.20
LR vs GPT-4o+LR max 0.29 0.03
LR vs GPT-4o+LR min 0.42 0.66
LR vs GPT-4o+LR median 0.14 0.77
LR vs GPT-4o+LR mean 0.28 0.20
RF vs GPT-4o+RF* 0.36 0.07
RF vs GPT-4o+RF max 0.17 0.33
RF vs GPT-4o+RF min 0.82 0.22
RF vs GPT-4o+RF median 0.33 0.74
RF vs GPT-4o+RF mean 0.36 0.93
SVM vs GPT-4o+SVM* 0.07 0.10
SVM vs GPT-4o+SVM max 0.03 0.50
SVM vs GPT-4o+SVM min 0.97 0.09
SVM vs GPT-4o+SVM median 0.21 0.58
SVM vs GPT-4o+SVM mean 0.02 0.50
*: models using baseline prompt template II
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Table 4: The AUC and AP values of the GPT-3.5+ML models.

Models AUC AP
Mean SD Mean SD

GPT-3.5 0.687 0.054 0.242 0.035
LR 0.759 0.036 0.387 0.075
GPT-3.5+LR max 0.753 0.044 0.377 0.086
GPT-3.5+LR min 0.750 0.038 0.378 0.076
GPT-3.5+LR median 0.750 0.042 0.376 0.082
GPT-3.5+LR mean 0.757 0.037 0.383 0.076
RF 0.752 0.054 0.402 0.107
GPT-3.5+RF max 0.725 0.048 0.274 0.053
GPT-3.5+RF min 0.747 0.084 0.349 0.103
GPT-3.5+RF median 0.749 0.056 0.330 0.079
GPT-3.5+RF mean 0.753 0.060 0.362 0.084
SVM 0.749 0.031 0.379 0.063
GPT-3.5+SVM max 0.694 0.047 0.273 0.067
GPT-3.5+SVM min 0.736 0.052 0.363 0.074
GPT-3.5+SVM median 0.721 0.038 0.317 0.076
GPT-3.5+SVM mean 0.722 0.046 0.327 0.072

However, the current study has some limitations. First, the evaluation of the proposed approach was limited to the LNM
prediction task. The medical knowledge that LLMs acquire may differ across various diseases and clinical problems.
Future research should explore whether LLMs can achieve better predictive performance for other clinical prediction
tasks.

Additionally, this study did not incorporate image data to create a multimodal prediction task. Some studies have
explored using LLMs like GPT-4 to diagnose diseases using image data. However, they did not show competitive
performance in interpreting real-world medial image [32, 33, 34, 35]. Future research should investigate how to
integrate image data to enhance predictive performance further.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a novel approach for LNM prediction by leveraging the medical knowledge acquired by large
LLMs and the latent patterns learned by machine learning models. Our experimental results demonstrate that GPT-4o
can effectively adjust its own predicted risks based on machine learning model predictions, achieving significantly
improved performance. These findings suggest that LLMs can excel in clinical risk prediction tasks, offering a new
paradigm for integrating medical knowledge and patient data in clinical predictions.
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Role

You are an experienced thoracic oncology surgeon working in a hospital surgery 

center and you are assessing lung cancer patients for their further treatment.

Task

Your task is to analyze the patient's medical data and then determine the 

likelihood of the patient having N2 lymph node metastasis.

Patient data 

Demographics:

Age: 41 years old

Gender: Female

……

Disease history:

She denies a history of hepatitis, malaria, tuberculosis, hypertension, and 

coronary heart disease ……

Tumor biomarkers:

CEA: 36.81 ng/ml (Reference range: 0 - 5.0 ng/ml)

NSE: 15.57 ng/ml (Reference range: 0 - 15.2 ng/ml)

……

CT report:

Findings: The boundary between the mass in the lower lobe of the left lung and 

the atelectasis in the lower lobe of the left lung was unclear, about 74*45mm……

Impressions: Mass in the lower lobe of the left lung, considering left peripheral 

lung cancer; left pleural effusion ……

Instruction

Think step by step and give your response in JSON format using the provide 

template. Please respond with only a floating-point number between 0 and 1 for 

“Answer”, where a higher value suggests a greater likelihood of having N2 lymph 

node metastasis.

JSON response template:

{

"Step By Step Explanation": "<string>",

"Answer": "<float>"

}

Figure 3: Baseline prompt template I.
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Role

You are an experienced thoracic oncology surgeon working in a hospital surgery 

center and you are assessing lung cancer patients for their further treatment.

Task

Your task is to analyze the patient's medical data and then determine the 

likelihood of the patient having N2 lymph node metastasis.

Patient data 

Patient’s medical data:

Demographics:

Age: 41 years old

Gender: Female

……

Disease history:

She denies a history of hepatitis, malaria, tuberculosis, hypertension, and 

coronary heart disease ……

Tumor biomarkers:

CEA: 36.81 ng/ml (Reference range: 0 - 5.0 ng/ml)

NSE: 15.57 ng/ml (Reference range: 0 - 15.2 ng/ml)

……

CT report:

Findings: The boundary between the mass in the lower lobe of the left lung and 

the atelectasis in the lower lobe of the left lung was unclear, about 74*45mm……

Impressions: Mass in the lower lobe of the left lung, considering left peripheral 

lung cancer; left pleural effusion ……

Machine learning model result

The general N2 lymph node metastasis rate is 0.136. A logistic regression model 

with an AUC value of 0.759 and an AUPRC value of 0.387 predicted an N2 

lymph node metastasis likelihood of 0.771 for this patient.

Instruction

Think step by step and give your response in JSON format using the provide 

template. Please respond with only a floating-point number between 0 and 1 for 

"Answer", where a higher value suggests a greater likelihood of having N2 lymph 

node metastasis.

JSON response template:

{

"Step By Step Explanation": "<string>",

"Answer": "<float>"

}

Figure 4: Baseline prompt template II.
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